
ONENESS 102: 25– Wait for Wisdom 
 

One of our greatest temptations in the wilderness is to rush to judgment, to go where angels 

fear to tread, and to not wait for wisdom. After all, our Master, Jesus the Christ spent 40 days 

and nights waiting in the wilderness before he decided how he would face his temptations as to 

how he would use his spiritual powers. 
 

WAIT FOR WISDOM. You might want to take some indelible ink and write these 3 words on 

your forehead! Indeed, if you are like me, probably every single major bad decision and 

judgment you have made throughout your life was because you got in a hurry, because you 

allowed others or your own mortal self to pressure you, because you got caught up in the 

excitement of the moment, or because you erroneously thought that you had to act quickly. 
 

WAIT FOR WISDOM. Take your invisible ink and also write these 3 words on your heart. Why? 

Well, do we make any dumber decisions than those when we first fall in love, whether it be with 

another person, a project, money, fame or anything of this three dimensional world? As I 

commonly remind myself, we say that we “fall” in love, not “rise” in love. “Falling” is the whole 

problem. So, when in love or lust, or when trying to figure out which is which, please ask your I 

Am Self to show you how to proceed, and then wait for Its wisdom. And wait some more. 
 

WAIT FOR WISDOM. Let’s say you have a vivid dream. Maybe you have a potent vision. 

Maybe you think you have had soul recall about yourself or another. What is the first thing you 

should do? Most of the time, do nothing! Do not act on this until you have given the new idea or 

guidance a chance to be rightly discerned and judged. Wait for another dream, or preferably a 

series of dreams. Wait for some outer event(s) to confirm your inner impression. Consider the 

possibility that the dream, vision or intunement is really symbolic, and not to be taken literally; 

that it is not so much about others as about yourself and your own tendencies.  
 

WAIT FOR WISDOM. Let’s say you are emotionally upset about something or someone. Of 

course, you want that discomfort to stop, so at times you make up some vision, dream, 

intunement or judgment from your own subtle subconscious desire. If you act on this, all you do 

is to make things worse. Rather than do so, work through your emotional upset first, and get to 

a state of calmness and clarity and oneness. Then, and only then, can you really receive 

anything clearly. In the meantime, whatever you feel you have received, PUT IT ON THE 

SHELF. Leave it there for a later time, when you can weigh and evaluate it wisely and rightly. 
 

WAIT FOR WISDOM. Even truth students who are trained, disciplined and mature spiritually 

always have to be on guard for REVERSE RECEIVING. Anything that comes from one ’s I Am 

Self or from masters and mentors in the higher planes, including angels, has to come first 

through your subconscious mind. In its passage, you can color the information, distort it, and 

even transfer it to your conscious mind in reverse fashion. Thus, you can have a dream that 

seems to mean one thing, but in reality means just the opposite. You think another person is at 

fault, when in reality you are the one who is judgmental. You may have a vision that seems to 

tell you to do something, which in effect is just a psychic manifestation of your own 

subconscious desire or fear. So, wait for wisdom. Talk with a trusted friend or mentor to help 



you sort things through and to see things clearly. At the very least, WAIT A WEEK before 

making any major judgment or decision, unless of course the danger is real and you have to act. 
 

WAIT FOR WISDOM. We live on such a dark planet where people are so immersed in mortal 

consciousness that even Jesus waited 40 days before finally rending his judgment about his 

satanic, egotistical temptations. Let’s do likewise. Wait a week. Wait for 7 pieces of collaborating 

information. Wait for 7 weeks or 7 months or 7 years. Wait until you are sure that you have not 

judged only by physical appearances or psychic impressions, but that you have judged rightly in 

I Am consciousness. Be wise as a serpent, gentle as a dove! 

 

 

 


